What they are saying about us:
Times Union/50 ESSENTIAL RESTAURANTS 2015/3-12-2015
"Kinnaree has a large menu of Korean and Thai fare, but the kitchen seems to be
able to do everything right. The food is made with care, skill and good ingredients,
and it’s rationally portioned and nicely balanced in flavor."
"At Kinnaree, you're likely to spend the entire meal sharing and debating, because
each diner will think his or her dishes are superior." "The service is fast, kind and
attentive." "...warm, intimate space..."
Capital Region Living/Best of the Capital Region/March 2014
Thai
Kinnaree Asian Restaurant
193 Lark Street, Albany
Zee Lemons/This Week in Meals/10-28-2013
“Monday: Date night with the beau at The Palace Theater. We love getting take-out
from our favorite Albany restaurant, Kinnaree. The Tom Yum soup is so spicy and
delicious, and the vegan Pad Thai hits the spot. His go to choices are the Drunken
Noodles and fried Spring Rolls.”
Metroland/Food & Drink/B.A. Nilsson
“ON FLAVOR’S WINGS” “I get selfish about sharing such a terrific dining experience.
I write this, therefore, with the worried hope that I’ll be able to find a seat when I
visit again soon.” “Kinnaree proved a quick favorite with my daughter, who eats
sparingly and with ingredient-choice care.” “Plates are dressed simply, but there’s
no mistaking the quality of what’s on them.”
Times Union/MATTERS OF TASTE/Cheryl Clark/4-1-2012
“Culinary flair finds a home.” “The food was made with care, skill and good
ingredients, rationally portioned and nicely balanced in flavor.” “…this is the kind of
place where you could dine regularly and feel thrifty and indulgent.” “On par with
the most perfectly conceived and executed food I’ve had in the Capital Region, at
bargain rates. I could find no flaws.”
http://capitalregiondiningblog.blogspot.com/2012/04/kinnaree-asianrestaurant.html
“Reasonably priced, full flavored, with the added fun of the surprise concerning
what the side dishes will be - what is not to like about this restaurant?”

albanyeats.blogspot.com
“…Overall, good flavors, good portion for the price.”
“I loved the noodles! The rice noodles had a TON of delicious char to them from the
pan. When you see rice noodles that have brown or black on them, THAT IS A GOOD
SIGN! It says "WELCOME TO DELICIOUSTOWN!"”
tripadvisor.com/HudsonValleyNY
“Nice small Thai restaurant in interesting old neighborhood”
ridiculousfoodsociety.net
“Kinnaree Ain't Afraid”… “Based on my first experience, I think I really like
Kinnaree.”
timesunion.com/tablehopping/Steve_Barnes
“I’m thrilled with Kinnaree, the new Thai-Korean place on Lark Street.”
fussylittleblog.com
“I can’t wait to get back for their jajangmyeon.”
ieatdc.blogspot.com
“Service was prompt and friendly, food was tasty, the prices are reasonable: in a
nutshell, we'll definitely go back to Kinnaree.”
jenisgreen.com
“Deliciousness at Kinnaree”… “We will definitely be back to Kinnaree!”
albanybicyclecoalition.com/Toni“Kinnaree was fantastic, …you have to check it out.
It was one of my best meals inAlbany.”
metroland.net
“…this place is a welcome addition to the neighborhood.”
blog.timesunion.com/vinoteca/Silvia_Lilly
“This place is the perfect spot for a cheap and tasty meal – to stay or to go.”

http://50-kindsofawesome.blogspot.com/2012/01/shake-it-shake-it-kinnaree.html
“So NOM NOM NOM! Two thumbs up!”

http://fussylittleblog.com/2012/01/23/fixing-the-ballot/

“What we don’t have is a ton of Indonesian or Vietnamese restaurants. Still, that’s no
excuse to merge these separate and distinct regional cuisines with Thai to form the
dreaded Best Indonesian / Thai / Vietnamese restaurant category. Kinnarree [sic.],
which I believe to be the best Thai in the area, doesn’t even get mentioned, since it’s
squeezed out by the fine dining Indonesian restaurant Yono’s.”

